
INTRODUCING THE VIEW TECHNOLOGIES

STARTER PROGRAM

A fast-track program for partners to evaluate the capabilities of 
Echo Smart Antennas and inView Software.



Our partners asked, and we listened. We're 

excited to announce the View Technologies 

Starter Program designed with you in mind. 

The program is a fast-track for partners to 

evaluate the capabilities of Echo smart 

antennas and the inView Software Platform. 

This eBook will introduce you to the View 

Technologies Starter Program and tell you 

all about the tools that are now available to 

help you evaluate and integrate this one-of-

a-kind technology. 

True visibility is here.
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Echo Smart Antennas and the 
inView Software Platform offer 
True Visibility that is Hands-Free,
Real-Time, and Continuous. 



In this eBook, we’ll answer the following questions:

• What is a View Technology Partner?

• What does the Starter Program offer?

• What does the Starter Program include?

• What is the Echo Smart Antenna?

• What is the inView Software Platform?

• How is the Starter Program Implemented?

• What are some use cases for Echo Smart Antennas and inView?

• What are the benefits of capturing real-time RFID data?

• What are the benefits of the Starter Program?

• How do I get started?

And more. . .

Contents
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View Technologies offers unparalleled real-time visibility. But we can't do 
everything without strategic partners. 

We grow alliances with Solution, Service, and Technology Partners to help 
specialize, deliver, and fuel innovation. 

The Starter Program is designed for partners who are eager to extend item-level 
visibility into their solutions, and are capable of delivering their solution into the 
market.

The partners will have access to the physical system, developer tools for 
integration and even antenna emulators for accelerated software development 
testing.

View Technologies Partner Strategy
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As a result of the program, partners will learn:

• The technical features and benefits 

• Integration best practices 

• How to author business rules 

• Testing capabilities for accelerated development 

• Performance characteristics 

What does the Starter Program offer?
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What Does the Starter Program Include?

The Starter Program is a full technology 
package that includes:

Echo Smart Antennas
Echo antennas are applied to a wide range of use cases where 
ceiling heights are greater than 12 feet. Option of Echo 300 or 
Echo 302 smart antennas (FCC only).

Standard Mounting Kit*
Allows for flexible mounting in all physical orientations.

Antenna Control Module (ACM)
Preconfigured by View Technologies, the ACM is a computer 
installed at the same facility as the antenna system. Inbound 
Network Access / Outbound Internet Access is required.

inView Software Platform
Software framework to deliver location-based RFID data 
through RESTful APIs and standard interfaces, hosted by View 
Technologies.
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inView Platform ToolKit
Downloadable artifacts from View Technologies Partner Repository, including 
examples rules, services, and an emulator to facilitate straightforward 
development. 

inView Platform Partner Portal
Access to the Getting Started guide and developer documentation for 
integrating with the inView Platform.

On-Site Installation and Configuration
One-Day On-Site Installation and Configuration of Echo smart antennas.

Standard Support
Help Desk and Standard Warranty terms on hardware.

*Standard mounting kit included. Depending on installation environment and requirements, 
a custom mounting solution may be required. Consult with your Channel Sales Manager for more information.



The Echo Smart Antenna delivers hands-free, continuous, three-

dimensional location of RAIN RFID (Passive UHF) tags with its 

bidirectional electronically steerable phased array technology. 

The Echo 302 features long read range capabilities (up to 75 feet 

in ideal environments), location accuracy of 3 feet or better, and 

flexible mounting options that are best suited for wide area 

environments with ceiling heights greater than 12 feet. The Echo 

300 features even further read range capabilities (up to 150 feet 

in ideal environments), location accuracy of 3 feet or better, and 

flexible mounting options that are best suited for wide-area 

environments with ceiling heights 30 feet and higher. 

What is the Echo Smart Antenna?
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inView is a software framework that enables solution providers to 
consume and interact with real-time location data within their own 
end-user applications. 

The platform is a combination of runtime software and a developer 
toolkit that provides:

• Real-time location of tags in 3 dimensions

• Real-time zone movement

• Real-time tag visibility

• Historical tag location

• Historical zone movement

• Execution of User Defined Rules

• Action Execution of Email, SMS and Http

• Custom Action Message Publishing

What is the inView Software Platform?
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The Starter Program includes a one-time install and configuration of the physical hardware, as well as 
hosting of the inView Platform by View Technologies. 

Planning meetings are required to outline the scope and schedule of the on-site installation and configuration 
to ensure the RFID performance fulfills the intended use case.  

Credentials are provided for access to the hosted inView Software Platform, download for the inView Platform 
Toolkit, and access to the inView Platform Partner Portal and Customer Portal for support.

Implementation of the Starter Program
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Location-Based RFID Data promotes business growth, improves efficiencies, and improves 
loss identification for retailers, manufacturers and logistics organizations.

Let's take a look at some use cases within each of these three industries.

Industry Use Cases
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Use Cases for Retailers

Real-Time Location-based data transform the way retailers count their inventory, identify lost 
or misplaced product and replenish stock. Manual processes that are prone to mistakes will be 
problems of the past.

Retailers benefit from this technology in several ways.

• Inventory counts: With wide-area overhead readers, you can do this continuously and in real-time throughout 
the store or even the supply chain. An added bonus is that it’s hands-free, reducing human error and, in some 
cases, eliminating the need for human involvement altogether. The result is more automation and the ability to 
see your stock at all times, in real-time.

• Replenishment: Better inventory counts leads the way to better store execution. Replenishment is one of these 
benefits. With real-time visibility into what you have and where you have it, replenishment becomes more 
directed. Less guess work and time spent searching for misplaced items.

• Customer Engagement: Whether you’re an online retailer or a brick-and-mortar store – or both – customer 
engagement is your primary focus. With real-time visibility of your products, customers can be directed to the 
current location of the item, not just where it is supposed to be.

• Omni-channel Fulfillment: With real-time visibility of goods, you can sell to the last item across multiple 
channels with confidence.
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• Loss Identification: Seeing a "breadcrumb trail" for each item leaving your store provides insights that no 
portal can. Trends become evident, including the types of items being stolen or misplaced throughout the 
store, as well as when and where these events occur. Predictive analysis becomes a reality.



Use Cases for Manufacturers

As a manufacturer, your focus is on four main areas: maximizing throughput with minimal delays, 
inventory management, the ability to track items and safety. Let’s look at a few results 
manufacturers can expect from our Echo Smart Antennas and inView Software Platform.

• Increased Throughput: Manufacturing throughput time is defined as the amount of time required for a product to pass 
through a manufacturing process, thereby being converted from raw materials into finished goods. Our technology gives 
manufacturers the ability to monitor assets and assembly parts from work order to final assembly.

• Increased Inventory Accuracy: RAIN RFID gives manufacturers the ability to track tools, parts, raw materials, and 
transport vehicles in Real-time throughout your entire facility. You can get automated transactional events without 
human intervention. With RAIN RFID in place, you can manage durable and expendable assets more effectively. Knowing 
what you have in stock, in repair, or out on the floor means that you can more effectively use your assets, restock less, 
and find your assets faster.

• Faster Location of Assets: Without a location-based tracking system, finding assets in a large facility is a frustrating 
experience that can lead to liabilities, safety issues, and inefficiencies. RAIN RFID can help minimize these burdens if not 
outright solve them altogether. With reliable location of your assets, you won't need to play this game. Find the item in 
real-time, when you need it.

• Better Compliance: Surprisingly, many manufacturers simply don’t have the ability to completely monitor their 
operations. Shutting down an operation to investigate and solve the problem is not be acceptable. With Echo Antennas 
and inView, compliance issues and their consequences can be mitigated and eliminated.
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Use Cases for Logistics

Logistics is a time-sensitive operation that doesn’t have room for error. On-time deliveries 
require both speed and accuracy. Here are some ways Real-Time Location-Based data can 
revolutionize the way you do logistics.

• Better Inventory Accuracy: With thousands of packages being moved in highly dynamic environments, 
continuous visibility of inventory is essential to running a logistics operation that delivers on the commitments 
expected by their customers. Inventory accuracy serves as a foundation for logistics providers, enabling more 
efficient operations, faster delivery times, and less manual labor.

• Operational Efficiency: With our wide-area overhead readers, you can do this continuously and in real-time 
throughout the supply chain, resulting in greater velocity with fewer errors.

• Speed: Our overhead readers continuously scan and provide fresh data so that your operation can run at full 
speed.

• Reduced Labor: Having a plan to track lost items eliminates the need to deploy manual labor and ensure your 
products are in the right place at the right time.
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How Do I Get Started?

Getting started is easy. 

All you have to do is send an email to Sales@ViewTechnologies.com
Or give us a call at 1-855-VIEW-TECH.
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To learn more about how View Technologies can give you true visibility, 
contact us today. 

Visit us online at www.viewtechnologies.com
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